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In this paper an adaptive control system for a passenger aircraft with active high-lift
system is presented. Failures in the high-lift system parts of such aircraft are critical and
consequently need to be handled automatically. An adaptive controller is proposed which
consists of incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) with a reference model and linear
controller. As the INDI is adaptive against uncertainties or system failures, no additional
adaptive element like a neural network is needed. The implementation of the INDI requires a
nonlinear system model which is permanently linearized during the runtime in order to obtain
the current input matrix which here basically consists of the control surfaces effectiveness. It
also requires feedback of the translational and rotational acceleration measurements which
usually suffer from noise. In order to test the adaptivity of the INDI, a partial failure of the
high-lift system during the landing approach is regarded. It shows that the INDI is capable of
compensating the error by only using the conventional control surfaces.
I. Nomenclature
Formular symbols
A = system matrix
B = input matrix
C = output matrix
cµ = dimensionless jet momentum coefficient
CL , CD = lift coefficient, drag coefficient
Cl , Cn = roll moment coefficient, yaw moment coefficient
f = generic vector function
g = generic vector function depending on x and u
h = generic vector function
H = altitude
K = control gain
Mbk = rotation matrix from k into b coordinate system
p, q, r = angular velocity components of ωKb (i.e. roll, pitch, yaw rates)
r = reference
t = time
T = time constant
u = input vector
u, v, w = velocity components of V
V = |V | = velocity
x = state vector
y = output vector
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α = angle of attack
β = sideslip angle
αK , βK , µK = flight path bank angle, flight path sideslip angle, flight path bank angle
γ = flight path angle
δξ , δη , δζ , δt = aileron, elevator and rudder deflection, thrust setting
ζ = Damping ratio
ν = pseudo-control signal vector
νÛz = pseudo-control signal Ûz
Φ, Θ, Ψ = roll angle, pitch angle, heading
χ = flight path azimuth
ωgk
b
= angular velocity vector of k relative to g represented in b (see indices)
ωn = Natural frequency
Indiceŝ = denotes a model
0 = denotes the last measured variable
att = attitude
b = body-fixed coordinate system
C = command signal
fp = flight path
g = flat earth coordinate system
k = flight path fixed coordinate system
K = body-fixed coordinate system relative to the earth coordinate system
R = reference signal
trim = trim value
II. Introduction
Passenger aircraft with active high-lift system are currently being researched within the Collaborative ResearchCenter SFB 880 for application at regional airports close to urban areas [1]. Such short takeoff and landing (STOL)
aircraft are able to operate at very low airspeed. Consequently, the necessary starting and landing field length is reduced.
Moreover, due to aerodynamic optimization as well as high climbing and descending ratios, noise pollution on the
ground is reduced. Thus, the air transportation capacity could be increased [2]. An illustration of the SFB880 aircraft is
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 Cutaway drawing of the SFB 880 reference aircraft and active high–lift system integration [3]
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the SFB 880 wing profile and the active high-lift system integration [4].
Due to multiple reasons, the flight physics of aircraft with active high-lift system is complex and highly nonlinear.
This is mainly due to coupled aerodynamic propeller, wing and vertical tail interaction which results in an unstable
lateral-directional motion during the approach [4]. As a consequence, a nonlinear controller stabilizing this instability is
essential. The latter and other aerodynamic effects were previously researched [1, 5–8] and are briefly presented in
section III.
Additional complexity arises from the realization of the active high-lift system illustrated in 2. The investigated
active high-lift system is driven by twelve compressors arranged inside the wings along the wing. The tangential blowing
combined with a single-hinged plain flap utilizes the Coandă effect [9]. The nonlinear and considerable impact of each
compressor power setting on the aerodynamic coefficients is presented in section III.
During the approach flight phase, a failure of one of the high-lift compressors is critical. Due to the aforementioned
nonlinearities, piloting the aircraft in case of a compressor failure is a demanding task requiring very active piloting
(high workload as well as quick and precise reactions). To ensure stabilization of the aircraft, especially during the
approach and critical situations, an adaptive nonlinear controller is proposed in order to handle the nonlinearities and to
provide robustness against model uncertainties, operating point changes, and configuration changes, or system failures,
is advantageous. In contrast to an adaptive controller, a non-adaptive robust scheme could result in a more conservative
approach if the model uncertainties are too large [10].
A common strategy in the recent years for adaptive nonlinear aircraft control has been an implementation of a
nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI) in combination with an adaptive element that compensates the existing inversion
error and system failures [10–14]. The inversion errors arise due to the lack of possibility to invert an exact model
of the entire aircraft including the aerodynamics with a high model fidelity. Especially for the high-lift system, only
an approximated analytical aerodynamic model is used that inherently causes inversion errors. To compensate those
inversion errors, a neural network could be used [10–18]. An adaptive nonlinear controller is assumed to increase the
safety of such aircraft which is investigated in this work.
However, the certification process of this type of control scheme in combination with neural networks is still a
challenge. There exists some guidance for verification and validation and methods in high assurance systems with neural
networks [19, 20], but this type of adaptive control systems is limited in terms of practical applicability. It is difficult
to prove that the controller will rarely “learn incorrectly” under reasonable assumptions and if the adaptive element
is able to recover when it has learned incorrectly to an extreme level [21]. Moreover, an NDI usually does not cover
non-affine systems and its implementation effort increases the more complex the system is. To avoid these problems, an
incremental NDI (INDI) is applied to control the STOL aircraft. This approach is adaptive to system uncertainties
without neural network and suitable for non-affine systems. Previously, the INDI was used on fixed-wing aircraft flight
control in [22–25].
The controller theory and implementation is presented in section IV, the simulation results of a failure scenario with
adaptive controller are presented and discussed in section V.
III. Overview of the Flight Dynamic Model
The detailed flight dynamic model of the STOL aircraft with active high-lift system is based on computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) results and reference guide models. The model has a six degrees of freedom (6-DOF) rigid-body
motion, three degrees of freedom in translation and rotation respectively. The calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients
and variables was realized by a subdivision into the main components of the aircraft where each part adds a contribution
to the total force and moment. The aerodynamic coefficients are calculated using the DLR TAU code [26] for specific
operating conditions whose results are implemented as lookup tables or regression functions. Not only the conventional
actuators but also the twelve compressors are available for the control of the aircraft. However, only the conventional
controls are used in this study. The modeled dynamic actuator properties are given in Table 1 where ωn denotes
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Fig. 3 Flow transition for blown flaps [4].
the natural frequency, ζ the daming ratio, δmax the minimum and maximum deflection and Ûδmax the minimum and
maximum deflection rate. A detailed description of the model briefly presented here can be found in [4, 27–29] where it
is also extensively analyzed.
Table 1 Dynamic actuator properties
time delay ωn ζ δmax Ûδmax
aileron 0.09 s 60 Hz 0.7 ±40° ±40 °/s
elevator 0.09 s 60 Hz 0.7 ±30° ±40 °/s
rudder 0.09 s 60 Hz 0.7 ±30° ±40 °/s
The active high-lift system utilizes a blowing impulse which is characterized by the dimensionless jet momentum
coefficient Cµ.
According to Fig. 3, the lift coefficient increases due to the jet momentum coefficient by the fact that the jet
influences the boundary layer so that the flow separation point, on the upper side of the flap, moves towards the flap
trailing edge with increasing Cµ. This is the so-called “boundary layer control” (BLC) in the area of (b) in Fig. 3. A
further increase of the jet momentum coefficient causes a smaller increase of the lift and drag coefficient resulting from
the increase of circulation which is in the so called area of supercirculation in the area of (d). The design jet momentum
coefficient is supposed to be in the area of (c).
This aircraft exhibits some unconventional behavior which was already observed with various STOL aircraft in
the past (e.g. [30]) but, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, remained unexplained until the works of [4, 27]. The
main cause for this behavior is the complex interaction between the propeller slipstream and the aft fuselage as well
as the vertical stabilizer as illustrated by the streamlines in Fig. 4. It shows the flow around the configuration with a
sideslip angle of β = 5.0°, an angle of attack of α = 0.0°, a velocity of V = 54 m/s and blowing with a dimensionless
jet momentum coefficient of Cµ = 0.033 at steady flight condition thrust during approach. The interaction between
the propeller slipstream and the aft fuselage as well as the vertical stabilizer causes unstable lateral-directional flight
dynamics at low airspeeds. This effect is reduced for larger angles of attack and is related to the strong deflection of the
flow through the flap deflection of 65°.
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Fig. 4 Flow around the aircraft with sideslip angle β = 5.0°, angle of attack α = 0.0°, velocity v ≈ 54 m/s and
a modarate thrust level [31].
The pole map of linear approximations of the nonlinear system depending on the airspeed is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Regarding the longitudinal motion, the short period mode (SP) is well damped. However, the natural frequency of the
SP is relatively small. In combination with a relatively small dependency of the lift on the angle of attack, the reactions
of the aircraft to a pitch command are rather sluggish but still acceptable. This could be compensated by direct lift
control using the active high-lift system [27]. The phugoid (Ph) is also stable and always acceptable. Regarding the
lateral-directional motion, the poles of the Dutch roll (DR) as well as the spiral (S) are highly depending on the airspeed.
For very low airspeeds, the flight dynamics are almost similar compared to those of conventional aircraft. However, the
spiral diverges too fast to be acceptable. For slightly higher airspeeds, when the active high-lift system is still in use, the
spiral becomes extremely unstable due to the interaction of the propeller and the aft of the fuselage, like shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5 Pole map for V = 42 m/s until 51 m/s at H = 300 m and β = 0° [27].
For an accurate simulation of partial failures of the active high-lift system a model of the spanwise lift distribution,
depending on each compressor power setting was developed [32]. The individual compressor jet momentum coefficient
Cµ,comp is used whereas the mean of the individual coefficient C¯µ,comp = Cµ. This model is based on numerical
aerodynamic simulations performed with the DLR TAU code [26]. For this investigation, this model structure is used
based on latest aerodynamic data sets generated in the SFB 880. For instance, it now includes the influence of the droop
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nose and of the pylon. Moreover, the design jet momentum coefficient has slightly decreased from Cµ = 0.0330 to
Cµ = 0.0306. As a result of these developments, the design lift coefficient is slightly higher and the relative drop of the
lift coefficient due to a micro-compressor failure has increased. The applied model and data is illustrated in figure 6
where Cµ = 0.0306 is the design jet momentum coefficient. A failure of the fourth compressor shows a loss of local
lift coefficient CL in the area of the compressor. Thus, also the roll moment coefficient Cl decreases. Besides, the
drag coefficient CD and the yaw moment coefficient Cn decrease. The green line shows an example of six local jet
momentum coefficients generated by individual settings of the six micro-compressors based on the spanwise model.
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Fig. 6 Example of one spanwise aerodynamic coefficient distribution for arbitrary micro-compressor settings
(green line) depending on six independently controllable micro-compressors based on numerical aerodynamic
computations of specific operating points (other lines).
The lower the airspeed of the aircraft the more critical a partial failure of the active high-lift system becomes. At
lower airspeed the control surface effectiveness is reduced, as it is proportional to the square of the airspeed. Additionally,
the angle of attack is higher at lower airspeed (assuming that the value of the jet momentum coefficient has not been
changed) and hence closer to the stall.
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IV. Basic Control Strategy
A. Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
The purpose of a feedback with Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) is to linearize the input/output behavior of a
nonlinear plant that allows the application of established linear control strategies [33, 34] without gain scheduling. The
gain scheduling approach is to consider multiple linear plant approximations of different operating points and to design
one linear controller for each of these points. However, due to high multidimensional nonlinearities, the number of
the required points could be immense and the controller does not consider the nonlinearities in between or outside of
these points. To show the main principle of NDI, a nonlinear multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) system is
considered:
Ûx = f (x) + g(x, u) ,
y = h(x) , (1)
where f and g are vector fields in the domain D ⊂ Rn and x, g as well as h are Lipschitz, so that they are smooth
in D. In order to realize the NDI, the output y or a differentation of y has to be obtained that it is directly controllable by
the control input u, where the number of derivatives describes the relative degree of the system. Each derivative is
assigned to a new state vector and the last derivative is given by a nonlinear expression to complete the transformation.
The last derivative is the new input or control signal of the inverted system which is called pseudo control signal ν.
There is the possibility to realize a system with a higher relative degree as a cascaded system, each with a relative degree
of one [18, 22].
The idea of incremental NDI (INDI) is to consider linearized approximations of the nonlinear system during the
runtime of the controller [35]. The relative degree of the nonlinear system in Eq. (1) is assumed to be one, which means
that the control input u appears in the first derivative of y. The linear approximation of Eq. (1) is
Ûx ≈ Ûx0 + ∂
∂x
(
f (x) + g(x, u)) 
x=x0,u=u0
(x − x0) + ∂
∂u
(
g(x, u)) 
x=x0,u=u0
(u − u0)
y ≈ y0 + ∂
∂x
(
h(x)) 
x=x0
(x − x0) ,
(2)
which is the linear state-space representation
Ûx − Ûx0 = A0(x − x0) + B0(u − u0) ,
y − y0 = C0(x − x0) , (3)
where
A0 =
∂
∂x
(
f (x) + g(x, u)) 
x=x0,u=u0
,
B0 =
∂
∂u
(
g(x, u)) 
x=x0,u=u0
,
C0 =
∂
∂x
(
h(x)) 
x=x0
.
(4)
The state-space representation in Eq. (3) can be rewritten as
Ûy = ∂h(x)
∂x
Ûx ≈ C0
( Ûx0 + A0(x − x0) + B0(u − u0)) (5)
where C0 Ûx0 = Ûy0. The incremental control command is introduced:
∆u = u − u0 . (6)
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If the controller update rate is sufficiently high, the approximation x − x0 ≈ 0 is applicable. Hence, Eq. (5) does not
depend on A0 anymore:
Ûy ≈ Ûy0 + C0B0∆u (7)
For a commanded derivative of the output, respectively pseudo-control signal, Ûy = ÛyC = ν the required increment
of the input signal can be found by rearranging Eq. (7):
∆u ≈ (C0B0)−1 (ν − Ûy0) (8)
or if C0B0 is non-square (number of outputs not equal to the number of inputs), a minimum norm solution,
minimizing ∆uTW∆u, can be found:
∆u ≈ (C0B0)T
(
C0B0 (C0B0)T
)−1 (ν − Ûy0) , (9)
whereW is a diagonal weighting matrix.
The pseudo-control signal consists of a reference and a controller contribution:
ν Ûyi = ν Ûyi,R + ν Ûyi,PI (10)
In the next subsection, the pseudo-control signal contribution of the reference model (index R) and the linear PI
controller (index PI) is presented.
B. Reference Model and Linear Control
In contrast to the theory of feedback linearization, it is beneficial for flight control applications not to use the
integrated variables of the pseudo control signal ν for the outer control loops. Instead, other control variables whose
physical impact on the aircraft motion is most important are used. This requires a cascaded reference model where each
cascade assumes a relative degree of one of the system. In between of each cascade the reference control variable has to
be converted into the commanded control variable of the next cascade. Also, a pseudo control hedging for the outer
cascades is required [36].
Common control variables for the attitude are the flight path bank angle µK , the flight path angle of attack αK
and the flight path sideslip angle βK [22, 25, 37]. Additionally, the tracking variables flight path velocity VK , flight
path angle γ and flight path azimuth χ are used for the outer control loop. Inside the reference model of each control
variable, the reference of the control variable as well as the reference derivative of the control variable can be limited.
This so-called dynamic saturation is implemented according to [37].
The contribution of the reference model to the pseudo control signal
ν Ûyi,R =
1
Tyi
(yi,C − yi,R) (11)
is calculated with a first order reference model
ν Ûyi,R = Ûyi =
1
Tyi
(yi,C − yi,R) − ν Ûyi,h , (12)
where ν Ûyi,h is the pseudo-control hedging signal
ν Ûyi,h = ν Ûyi − Ûy0 (13)
which is used to compensate differences between the reference signal and the measured respectively estimated signal
in the reference model (Eq. (12)). Those differences will inevitably occur if there is dynamics between ν Ûyi − Ûy0. This is
always the case for the inner control loop if the actuator dynamics is not inverted and for the outer control loops if the
reference models are multiple first order reference models instead of one higher order reference models are used. In this
case, the negligence of the pseudo-control signal could lead to bad performance or even instability.
The portion of the PI controller to the pseudo-control signal ν Ûyi,PI is needed to make the outputs following the
reference if deviations occur:
ν Ûyi,PI = Ky,P(yR − y) + Ky,I
∫
(yR − y) dt . (14)
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1. Inner Loop: Angular Velocity
For the inversion and control of the inner control loop the angular velocity of the body b relative to the flat earth axis
system g in body-fixed coordinates ωgb
b
is chosen. Since ωgb
b
is not only an output but also a state, Eq. (7) is simplified
to
∆u ≈ B−10 (ν Ûωgb
b,0
− Ûωgb
b
) =
(
∂
∂u
(
g(x, u)) 
x=x0,u=u0
)−1
(ν Ûωgb
b,0
− Ûωgb
b
) . (15)
2. Middle Control Loop: Attitude
The attitude is controlled with the flight-path bank angle, angle of attack and sideslip angle µk , αK and βK . As the
inner control loop is controlled with the angular velocities ωgb
b,C
, the derivation of the angles µK , αK and βK has to be
converted into the angular velocities ωgb
b
:
ωgb
b,C
=
©­­­«
p
q
r
ª®®®¬ = ω
gk
b
+ ωkbb,C , (16)
where
ωkbb,C =
©­­­«
cosαK cos βK 0 sinαK
sin βK 1 0
sinαK cos βK 0 − cosαK
ª®®®¬
©­­­«
ν ÛµK
ν ÛαK
ν ÛβK
ª®®®¬ (17)
and
ωgk
b
= Mbk(µK, αK, βK ) · ωgkk = Mbk(µK, αK, βK ) ·
©­­­«
0 − sin γ
1 0
0 cos γ
ª®®®¬
(
Ûγ
Ûχ
)
. (18)
The rotation matrix Mbk(µK, αK, βK ) is defined in the appendix. It requires that αK , βK and µK can be determined
by measurement, estimation or observation. If there is no wind, the aircraft velocity relative to earth and relative to the
air is equal so that αK = α and βK = β. While the aerodynamic angles α and β are very common measured quantities
the determination of the flight-path bank angle µK is more complicated:
µK = arcsin
(
sin γ sin βK + sinΦ cosΘ
cos βK cos γ
)
. (19)
Equation (19) is obtained by the comparison of the element (2,3) of the matrices
Mbg(Φ,Θ,Ψ) = Mbk(µK, αK, βK )Mkg(γ, χ) . (20)
The rotation matrices Mbg(Φ,Θ,Ψ) and Mkg(γ, χ) are defined in the appendix.
3. Outer Control Loop: Flight Path
For the flight path control the tracking outputs flight path velocity VK , flight-path azimuth χ and flight path angle
γ are used. Again, the pseudo-control signal of the flight path control ( ν ÛVK ν Ûγ ν Ûχ )TC has to be transformed into the
commanded attitude ( µK αK βK )TC .
The derivation of the flight path (index fp) outputs ÛVK, Ûχ, Ûγ is a nonlinear function of the state vector depending on
external forces caused by the aerodynamics, propulsion and gravity:
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©­­­«
ÛVK
Ûχ
Ûγ
ª®®®¬ =
∂hfp
∂x
(
f (x) + g(x, u) . (21)
As the functions are difficult to invert analytically, an incremental inversion with the linear approximation of the
function is implemented:
©­­­«
∆ ÛVK
∆ Ûχ
∆ Ûγ
ª®®®¬ ≈
∂
∂yatt
(
∂hfp
∂x
(
f (x) + g(x, u) )
x0,u0
∆yatt with yatt =
©­­­«
µK
αK
βK
ª®®®¬ . (22)
The obtained matrix can be inverted numerically in order to transform the pseudo-control signal of the flight path
control to the commanded attitude:
©­­­«
µK
αK
βK
ª®®®¬C =
©­­­«
µK
αK
βK
ª®®®¬0 +
©­­­«
∆µK
∆αK
∆βK
ª®®®¬C ≈
©­­­«
µK
αK
βK
ª®®®¬0 +
©­« ∂∂yatt
(
∂hfp
∂x
(
f (x) + g(x, u) )
x0,u0
ª®¬
−1 ©­­­«
ν ÛVK − ÛVK
ν Ûχ − Ûχ
ν Ûγ − Ûγ
ª®®®¬ . (23)
This method assumes that the measurement, estimation or observation of the derivation of the flight path velocity
ÛVK , the flight path angle Ûγ and the flight-path azimuth Ûχ are available. The derivation of the flight path angle and
the flight-path azimuth can be calculated with respect to the derivation of the flight path velocity which commonly is
available:
γ = − arcsin wKg|VK | = arctan
©­­­«
−wKg√
(u2Kg + v2Kg
ª®®®¬ , Ûγ =
− ÛwKg
(
u2Kg + v
2
Kg
)
+ wKg
(
uKg ÛuKg + vKg ÛvKg
)(
u2Kg + v
2
Kg + w
2
Kg
) √
u2Kg + v
2
Kg
, (24)
χ = arctan 2(uKg, vKg) , Ûχ =
ÛvKgvKg − vKg ÛvKg
v2Kg + u
2
Kg
. (25)
4. Overall Control Strategy
The overall control strategy resulting of the combination of the explained parts is shown in Fig. 7. The controller
update rate is 100 Hz whereas the update rate for the linearization of B0 is 25 Hz.
(
∂ĝ(x,u)
∂u |x0,u0
)−1 u yν ∆u
sensor
compensation
ÛωKb,0
reference model and
linear controller
rC nonlinear plant:
−
x0
dynamic inversion
actuators
PCH
δ
−
ν ÛωKb
∂ĝ(x,u)
∂u |x0,u0
u0
y0
Ûx = f (x) + g(x, u)
y = h(x) = x
Fig. 7 Illustration of the adaptive control strategy with incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion and neural
network.
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V. Simulation Results
In this section, a partial failure scenario of the aircraft in landing configuration is defined. Then, the simulated
aircraft reactions with INDI on this failure scenario are presented.
A. Failure Scenario
As explained in section III, a failure of a micro-compressor of the high-lift system is critical. It is assumed to be most
critical for the lowest allowed airspeed which isV = 44.25 m/s. Each compressor on one wing side has a different impact
on the aerodynamic coefficients (see Fig. 6). Thus, it is not clear which single compressor failure is the most critical.
Moreover, only two of six compressor failures are based on CFD data whereas the others are modeled and underlie
additional model uncertainties. For the fourth compressor failure CFD data are given. Additionally, it significantly
decreases both the lift and rolling coefficient which is assumed to be an especially critical case. Consequently, the
regarded failure scenario is an instant drop of the local Cµ of the fourth micro-compressor to zero during approach at
V = 44.25 m/s and constant altitude without wind.
The trim conditions for steady horizontal flight with no sideslip angle are defined by:
ÛV gb
b
= ÛVKb = 0 , V = 44.25 m/s , ωgbb = 0 , Φ = 0° , Θ = 0° , α = αTrim , β = 0° , γ = 0°. (26)
Moreover, the control surface deflections are supposed to be zero, the jet momentum coefficient is fixed and the
thrust setting is unknown:
δξ = δη = δζ = 0 , Cµ = 0.0306 , δt = δt,Trim . (27)
The command rC during the scenario is γC = 0 and χC = 0.
From these conditions, the aircraft model is trimmed by an iterative process so that all unknown states, outputs and
inputs are found. These are for instance:
α = 2.4° , δt = 0.30 . (28)
B. Results of the Adaptive Controller
The aircraft reaction to the compressor failure (injected at t = 2 s) is shown in Fig. 8 to Fig. 11. In the figures, the
reference signal of each state or output is also shown. Obviously, the actual states or outputs are almost identical to the
reference signal. However, the reference signal yR is not the commanded signal yC signal (see Eq. (11) and Eq. (12)).
This is also due to the pseudo-control hedging which was presented in section IV. Significant deviations between the
reference signal and the actual control variable only occur if the measured feedback of the control variables and the
derivative of the angular velocity vector is error-prone. That is the case if the block sensor compensation in Fig. 7 is not
equal to 1. In reality, this is the case as sensors suffer from noise, bias and other errors. For good control performance,
these errors are supposed to be minimized. The occurring deviation between reference signal and actual control variable
is corrected by the PI controller. However, the reference will still not be perfectly tracked in that case.
Figure 8 shows the control surface reactions on the compressor failure after two seconds. As the delay of the
feedback system is 0.09 s, the actuator states start to change after 2.09 s. Both the aileron and the elevator deflections
immediately change with the maximum rate to compensate the roll moment and the loss of lift. The aileron reaches the
maximum deflection of 34° one second after the compressor failure and finally converge to a deflection of 18°. The
maximum elevator deflection of −5° is clearly smaller than the maximum aileron deflection. The maximum would be
somewhat higher if there were no dynamic saturation of the rate of the angle of attack in the reference model. The
steady elevator deflection is only about 2°. The maximum rudder deflection to compensate the yawing moment is also
about 4°, however, it does not change with maximum rate. After a few seconds the rudder deflection remains constant at
slightly less than 1°.
The angular velocity immediately changes after two seconds when the failure occurs which is shown in Fig. 9.
Obviously, the rolling moment is significantly higher than the yawing moment. The initial pitching moment is zero.
About 7 s after the failure the angular velocities are almost steady and tend to zero again. After a delay of approximately
0.1 s after the failure, a positive pitch rate occurs which is because of the negative elevator deflection resulting in an
increased angle of attack (see Fig. 10).
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According to figure 10 the angle of attack changes from 2.4° to 3.4° which compensates the loss of lift caused by
the failure of the compressor. 2.5 s after the failure, the angle of attack reaches its maximum of 4.2°. The maximum
flight path bank angle of 2.1° is reached 0.9 s after the failure. The aircraft then remains slightly banked to the left in
order to finish correcting the flight path azimuth. The sideslip angle is always smaller than 0.2°.
Figure 11 shows that the flight path angle decreases directly as the loss of lift causes a vertical acceleration (see Eq.
(24)). The reaction of the flight path azimuth starts delayed. The magnitude of both control variables is one about 0.5°.
However, since the time constant of the flight path angle reference model is relatively large, it takes about 10 s until the
control variables tend to zero again.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Fig. 8 Control surface deflection due to a compressor failure of the active high-lift system after 2 seconds.
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Fig. 9 Angular velocity due to a compressor failure of the active high-lift system after 2 seconds.
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Fig. 10 Attitude angles due to a compressor failure of the active high-lift system after 2 seconds.
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Fig. 11 Flight path angles due to a compressor failure of the active high-lift system after 2 seconds.
The presented simulations results assume perfect sensors. If noise and bias are added to the measured signals, the
magnitude of the signals, the number as well as the number of oscillations increase. However, in order to properly
analyze the influence of sensor errors, both high fidelity sensor models and appropriate sensor data fusion would be
required. Both are not yet implemented and should be addressed in future works.
VI. Conclusion
This work presented an INDI controller for adaptive nonlinear control with application for aircraft with a partly
failing active high-lift system. A non-compensated failure of one compressor of the active high-lift system would cause
critical reactions of the aircraft during approach because of a loss of lift and a resulting moment. In this scenario the
IDNI controller behaves very well and automatically stabilizes the aircraft within a few seconds using the conventional
control surfaces. During the transient response the states of the rigid body only slightly change.
However, to control such a scenario, a relatively large and quick (rate limit reached) aileron deflection is required.
The aileron deflection almost reaches its limit position. This is why this scenario could still be critical when additional
aileron deflection for maneuvers or atmospheric disturbance are required. Moreover, a second nearby compressor failure
will inevitably lead to a fatal failure of the system since the maximum aileron deflection will be reached. Another
problem could be the increased angle of attack to compensate the loss of lift because the safety against stall is decreased.
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As a consequence, it could be beneficial to use all compressors as control inputs. Thus, the complete potential for
control effectiveness of the aircraft could be used. With this, the steady aileron deflection during such a scenario could
be reduced and the angle of attack remains constant. A direct lift control with the active high-lift system would also
increase the maneuverability. Possibly multiple compressor failures could be compensated too.
Furthermore, the stability of the aircraft with IDNI controller should be investigated. That also requires investigations
on signal noise in the feedback loop.
To provide adaptivity of the controller against changes in the control effectiveness, an adaption law for the input
matrix could be used.
Appendix
Rotation matrices:
Mbk(µK, αK, βK ) =
©­­­«
cosαK 0 − sinαK
0 1 0
sinαK 0 cosαK
ª®®®¬
©­­­«
cos βK − sin βK 0
sin βK cos βK 0
0 0 1
ª®®®¬
©­­­«
1 0 0
0 cos µK sin µK
0 − sin µK cos µK
ª®®®¬
=
©­­­«
cosαK cos βK − cosαK sin βK cos µK + sinαK sin µK − cosαK sin βK sin µK − sinαK cos µK
sin βK cos βK cos µK cos βK sin µK
sinαK cos βK − sinαK sin βK cos µK − cosαK sin µK − sinαK sin βK sin µK + cosαK cos µK
ª®®®¬
(29)
Mbg(Φ,Θ,Ψ) =
©­­­«
1 0 0
0 cosΦ sinΦ
0 − sinΦ cosΦ
ª®®®¬
©­­­«
cosΘ 0 − sinΘ
0 1 0
sinΘ 0 cosΘ
ª®®®¬
©­­­«
cosΨ sinΨ 0
− sinΨ cosΨ 0
0 0 1
ª®®®¬
=
©­­­«
cosΘ cosΨ cosΘ sinΨ − sinΘ
− cosΦ sinΨ + sinΦ sinΘ cosΨ cosΦ cosΨ + sinΦ sinΘ sinΨ sinΦ cosΘ
sinΦ sinΨ + cosΦ sinΘ cosΨ − sinΦ cosΨ + cosΦ sinΘ sinΨ cosΦ cosΘ
ª®®®¬
(30)
Mkg(γ, χ) =
©­­­«
cos γ 0 − sin γ
0 1 0
sin γ 0 cos γ
ª®®®¬
©­­­«
cos χ sin χ 0
− sin χ cos χ 0
0 0 1
ª®®®¬
=
©­­­«
cos γ cos χ cos γ sin χ − sin γ
− sin χ cos χ 0
sin γ cos χ sin γ sin χ cos γ
ª®®®¬
(31)
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